
Invest with purpose.

  The Climate Trust is looking for 

 people and projects to invest in.

 Realize the value of your carbon project today.



Project size and sectors | Climate 
Trust Capital is seeking proposals from 
project owners and developers in the 
following offset sectors: Improved Forest 
Management, Avoided Conversion forestry, 
livestock manure digester, and Avoided 
Conversion of Grasslands. Our current 
minimum credit volume for projects over a 
ten-year period is 100,000 tons for forestry, 
75,000 tons for livestock digesters, and 
50,000 tons for grasslands conservation.      
Climate Trust Capital will conduct an 
analysis to confirm the projected credit 
delivery volumes. 

Investment size | During the initial $5.5 
million round of financing, no investment 
from Climate Trust Capital will be less than 
$250,000. The maximum investment to an 
individual project will not exceed $2 million. 
The maximum for a single grassland project 
is $1 million.

A patient approach
We take our returns last. 

Climate Trust Capital is in a unique position to value carbon credits over the long-term. 

We offer up to 50% of carbon credit value upfront and make our returns on a longer 

timeline via a revenue share over the 10-year term.

What we offer | Climate Trust Capital provides 
upfront finance based on the ten year value of 
carbon credits from your project. The upfront 
investment can be used as a substitute for equity 
to finance project costs like construction, 
development or land acquisition. This is a 
guaranteed minimum carbon value for you!

When credits are generated, we will sell those on 
your behalf at the highest possible premium—
capitalizing on our buyer network—and share 
the proceeds after recouping our initial upfront 
payment. This arrangement is in place for 10 
years, and in the 11th year, 100% of credit proceeds 
go to you. This ‘revenue share’ rewards project 
owners as carbon prices increase over time. 

Climate Trust Capital also provides the appropriate level of technical support to ensure optimal 
project performance. This includes developing a carbon-monitoring plan for data collection, 
data aggregation, and verification.

What is the fund?
Climate Trust Capital, an independent firm of the mission-driven nonprofit The 
Climate Trust, has launched a first-of-its-kind investment fund to commit $5.5 million 
in 2016 into innovative, U.S. based carbon offset projects in forestry, grassland 
conservation, and livestock digesters.

Why we care  

We are committed to preventing 
a disastrous rise in global 

temperatures by funding quality 
projects that accelerate the pace 
of carbon mitigation. To expedite 
the pace of project development, 
we have found that early-stage 

finance is critical—offering greater 
potential for impact and supporting 

a vital stage of project 
development.

Our active involvement with projects accelerates deeper greenhouse gas reductions, 
and helps to create healthy yields of credits and fruitful revenues from their sale.
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Patient financing—using carbon credit revenue to build projects



About The Climate Trust

Trusted partner | For almost 20 years, The Climate Trust 
has played an integral role in climate finance. Under the 
mandate of the Oregon Carbon Dioxide Standard, The Trust 
has been responsible for acquiring carbon offsets, and 
selecting and managing pollution reduction projects on 
behalf of regulated utilities. Since its inception, The Trust 
has managed approximately $43 million and retired 3 million 
tons of carbon dioxide across a broad array of sectors.

With our years of experience investing in projects, The Trust 
is well positioned as an investor and carbon manager. Our 
success is based on our technical proficiency with offset 
protocols and emerging carbon market pol ic ies,  as wel l 
as our track record commercializing carbon credits in 
both the voluntary and compliance markets.

In 2016, The Climate Trust took the next step in its evolution, 
establishing Climate Trust Capital, an independent firm 
managing a first-of-its-kind investment fund for innovative, 
U.S. based carbon offset projects. As we assemble additional 
impact investment dollars to scale the fund, there are plans 
to offer further rounds of increased project financing, allowing 
us to work with more sectors and developers.

www.climatetrust.org

For further information please 
contact:

DICK KEMPKA

O: 901 755 8705
C: 901 351 3854
rkempka@climatetrust.org

THE CLIMATE TRUST

503 238 1915
info@climatetrust.org

The Climate Trust mobilizes conservation finance to 
maximize environmental returns.
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